Heat Shock Protein 25-Enriched Plasma Transfusion Preconditions the Heart against Doxorubicin-Induced Dilated Cardiomyopathy in Mice
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ABSTRACT
Extracellular heat shock proteins (eHsps) in the circulation have recently been found to activate both apoptotic and protective signaling in the heart. However, the role of eHsps in doxorubicin (Dox)-induced heart failure has not yet been studied. The objective of the present study was to determine how Dox affects circulating eHsp25 in blood plasma and how eHsp25 affects Dox-induced dilated cardiomyopathy. Wild-type mice [HSF-1(+/+)] were pretreated with 100 μl of heterozygous heat shock factor-1 [HSF-1(+/−)] mouse plasma (which contained 4-fold higher eHsp25 compared with wild-type mice), HSF-1(+/+), or saline, before treatment with Dox (6 mg/kg). After 4 weeks of this treatment protocol, HSF-1(+/-) plasma-pretreated mice showed increased eHsp25 in plasma and improved cardiac function (percentage of fractional shortening 37.3 ± 2.1 versus 26.4 ± 4.0) and better life span (31 ± 2 versus 22 ± 3 days) compared with the HSF-1(+/+) plasma or saline-pretreated mice. Preincubation of isolated adult cardiomyocytes with HSF-1(+/-) plasma or recombinant human Hsp27 (rhHsp27) significantly reduced Dox-induced activation of nuclear factor-κB and cytokine release and delayed cardiomyocyte death. Moreover, when cardiomyocytes were incubated with fluorescence-tagged rhHsp27, a saturation in binding was observed, suggesting that eHsp25 can bind to surface receptors. Competitive assays with a Toll-like receptor 2 (TLR2) antibody reduced the rhHSP27 binding, indicating that Hsp25 interacts with TLR2. In conclusion, transfusion of Hsp25-enriched blood plasma protected the heart from Dox-induced cardiotoxicity. Hsp25 antagonized Dox binding to the TLR2 receptor on cardiomyocytes.

Introduction
The clinical utility of doxorubicin (Dox) is severely limited by the incidence of life-threatening dilated cardiomyopathy among patients who receive a cumulative dose exceeding 550 to 600 mg/m² during chemotherapeutic regimens (Minotti et al., 2004; Peng et al., 2005). Even though several pathways such as mammalian target of rapamycin inhibition (Zhu et al., 2009), phosphodiesterase-5 inhibition (Fisher et al., 2005), reduction in circulating progenitor cells (Huang et al., 2010), activation of Toll-like receptors (Nozaki et al., 2004; Riad et al., 2008), impaired metabolism (Maslov et al., 2010), and triggering autophagy (Kobayashi et al., 2010) have been identified, the precise mechanism of Dox-induced cardiotoxicity still remains unclear. We recently identified a novel pathway: that heat shock factor (HSF-1) is activated because of Dox-induced oxidative stress, and this activation enhanced the expression of heat shock proteins including Hsp25 in Dox-treated mouse hearts (Vedam et al., 2010). Systemic stresses, such as genotoxic (i.e., Dox treatment) and proteotoxic (accumulation of denatured proteins) stresses, induce HSF-1 activation and enhance stress-inducible protein expression in eukaryotic cells (Baler et al., 1993; Sarge et al., 1993; Xiao et al., 1999). HSF-1 is activated by diverse forms of stress, and the activation of HSF-1 occurs via a multistep process (Sakamoto et al., 2006). Induction of Hsp25 in Dox-treated hearts was shown to regulate p53 transcriptional activity and expression of the proapoptotic protein Bax.

ABBREVIATIONS: Dox, doxorubicin; HSF-1, heat shock factor 1; Hsp, heat shock protein; eHsp, extracellular heat shock protein; TLR, Toll-like receptor; LV, left ventricular; H&E, hematoxylin and eosin; rh, recombinant human; OG-rHsp27, Oregon Green-labeled recombinant human HSP27; IL-6, interleukin-6; TNF-α, tumor necrosis factor-α; FS, fractional shortening; DAPI, 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; MAPK, mitogen-activated protein kinase; BBI, beat-to-beat interval; NF-κB, nuclear factor-κB.
of this study was to establish the relationship between the and prevent Dox-induced cardiotoxicity. Hence, the objective eHsp25 would antagonize Dox by competitive binding to TLR (Dohke et al., 2006). Thus, it is not clear whether this increase in Hsp27 in the failing human heart (Hsp25 in murine heart) is the result of an unsuccessful protective mechanism or whether the increased expression of Hsp25 indeed potentiates the loss of cardiomyocytes in the heart.

Extracellular Hsps (eHsps), which are present in blood plasma, are being actively studied for their role in innate immunity (Malthoff, 2006; Schmitt et al., 2007; Dhodapkar et al., 2008). Dox has been reported to activate monocytes and macrophages in the circulation and induce an immunogenic response through activation of interleukin-1 family receptors such as Toll-like receptors (TLRs) (Riad et al., 2005; Boyd et al., 2006), and Hsps can bind to these receptors, Hsps were found to activate downstream signaling to enhance cytokine secretion as a part of the immune response. Recent studies have shown that cardiomyocytes express TLRs (Petersen et al., 2002; Boyd et al., 2006), and Hsp60 can bind to these receptors (Roelofs et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009). In particular, Hsp60 has been found to competitively bind to TLR4 and enhance apoptosis in cardiomyocytes (Lewthwaite et al., 2002; Kim et al., 2009). TLR2 has been identified as a receptor for Dox, and its deletion was found to be protective against Dox-induced cardiotoxicity (Nozaki et al., 2004). Independent studies have shown that circulating eHsp52 could interact with TLRs and act as a putative ligand (Kardys et al., 2008). Thus, we hypothesized that enhancing circulating eHsp25 would antagonize Dox by competitive binding to TLR and prevent Dox-induced cardiotoxicity. Hence, the objective of this study was to establish the relationship between the plasma level of Hsp25 (eHsp25) and Dox-induced cardiomyopathy and to determine whether circulating eHsp25 could protect the heart from Dox.

Materials and Methods

Animals and Treatment. HSF-1 knockout founders were obtained as a generous gift from Dr. Ivor Benjamin, University of Utah, crossed with BALB/c (Charles River Laboratories, Inc., Wilmington, MA) mice, and genotyped (Vedam et al., 2010). Eight-week-old HSF-1(+/-), HSF-1(+/-), and HSF-1(-/-) mice in the BALB/c background were used in all studies. All the protocols were approved by the institutional animal care and use committee and were performed according to the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Institute of Laboratory Animals Resources, 1996). Blood was drawn by cardiac puncture, and plasma was collected with heparin as an anticoagulant. Immunodepletion of Hsp25 in the plasma was carried out by immunoprecipitating Hsp25 from whole plasma, using an anti-Hsp25 antibody. The absence of Hsp25 in the immunodepleted plasma was confirmed by Western blotting before injection into mice. Dox dosing was via bolus intraperitoneal injection of 6 mg/kg b.wt. per week for a total of 4 weeks. This dose was reported to cause Dox-induced heart failure in mice within 4 weeks (Yoshida et al., 2009). Plasma infusion was performed through tail vein cannulation. A detailed description of all of the experimental methods is available in the supplemental data.

Survival and Weight Loss Studies. Two sets of survival studies were performed. In the first set, HSF-1(+/-), HSF-1(+/-), and HSF-1(-/-) mice were injected with Dox, and survival was followed. In the second set, mice were pretreated with saline or HSF-1(+/-) plasma or HSF-1(-/-) plasma followed by Dox. The Kaplan-Meier curve was plotted and analyzed for 50% survival time in each group.

Two-Dimensional Echocardiography. M-mode echocardiography was performed using a GE Vivid 7 ultrasound imaging system (software version 3.4.2; GE Healthcare, GE Healthcare, Chalfont St. Giles, Buckinghamshire, UK) equipped with a 13-MHz linear-array transducer. Two-dimensional short axis echocardiography was performed at the level of the midpapillary muscle. All measurements were averaged from a minimum of three cardiac cycles. LV end-diastolic and end-systolic internal diameters were measured. LV mass and fractional shortening (percentage) were calculated as described before (Vedam et al., 2010).

Immunoblot Analysis. Immunoblotting in whole-cell lysates and immunoprecipitates were performed using routine procedures (Vedam et al., 2010).

Histopathology. To examine histological changes at the end of 4 weeks, hearts were harvested and fixed in 10% neutral buffered formalin, routinely processed, and embedded in paraffin. Paraffin sections were cut into 4-µm serial sections. Counterstaining with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) was performed.

Immunofluorescence Staining in Heart Tissue by Confocal Microscopy. Tissue sections were incubated with both rabbit anti-α-actin antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA) and mouse anti-Hsp25 antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), and the slides were stained with both green Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated goat anti-rabbit secondary antibody and red Alexa Fluor 555-conjugated donkey anti-mouse secondary antibody (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) for fluorescent imaging.

Recombinant Human Hsp27 Expression, Purification, Tagging with Oregon Green Fluorescent Dye and Binding to Cardiomyocytes. Recombinant human (rh) Hsp27 (low-endotoxin, human ortholog of murine Hsp25) was used in the present work because it has been very well established in cardiomyocyte binding studies (Panasenko et al., 2002). Expression and purification of recombinant human Hsp27 were performed as described before (Panasenko et al., 2002). Denaturation and renaturation of Hsp27 were also performed as described before (van de Klundert et al., 1998). rhHsp27 was labeled with Oregon Green 488 according to the manufacturer’s protocol (F-6153; Invitrogen). The final labeled protein concentration was quantitated by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm and correcting the absorbance for Oregon Green and the extinction coefficient for Hsp27 (Kim et al., 2009). Cardiomyocytes were incubated with Oregon Green-labeled recombinant human Hsp27 (OG-rhHsp27) with increasing concentrations for 30 min at 4°C and washed, and fluorescence was determined as described by Habich et al. (2002). In competitive assays, the cells were preincubated with anti-TLR2 antibody (Abcam). Dox fluorescence in cardiomyocytes was determined with excitation at 546 nm, measuring emission at 565 nm (Shen et al., 2008).

Cardiomyocyte Beat-to-Beat Interval Studies. Isolated cardiomyocytes were treated with Dox alone or HSF-1(+/-) plasma + Dox, and spontaneous contractions of a single cardiomyocyte (supplemental video) were recorded until the cardiomyocyte in focus lost its rod morphology (becomes rounded). Contractility was manually counted as a function of time from the recorded video, and beat-to-beat interval was determined.

Statistical Analysis. All values are expressed as mean ± S.E. Significance analyses were performed using one-way analysis of variance followed by a post hoc procedure wherever needed, using SPSS software (version 16; SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). A log-rank test
Elevation of Circulating Extracellular Hsp25 in Dox-Treated Mice. HSF-1(+/+), HSF-1(+/−), and HSF-1(−/−) mice were treated with Dox (6 mg/kg b.wt.) or the vehicle (saline) for 4 weeks, and circulating plasma eHsp25 was determined. Figure 1A shows the Western blots of eHsp25 in plasma of HSF-1(+/+) mice, and HSF-1(−/−) mice, after 4 weeks of Dox treatment. Quantitative comparison of the basal eHsp25 level in plasma, determined before the Dox regimen was started (Fig. 1B), showed higher eHsp25 in HSF-1(+/−) (approximately 4-fold) and HSF-1(−/−) (approximately 3-fold) mice, compared with HSF-1(+/+) mice, suggesting that the circulating eHsp25 level is higher in HSF-1(−/−) mice. Given the fact that HSF-1 knockout animals are supposed to show low levels of Hsps including Hsp25, and indeed it was reported so in different tissues of these mice previously (Yan et al., 2002), a higher plasma level of eHsp25 indeed it was reported so in different tissues of these mice (Fig. 1, B and C). The 50% death (log-rank test) was 23 ± 3 days in the HSF-1(+/+) group (lowest basal eHsp25) and 36 ± 4 days in the HSF-1(−/−) group, and, strikingly, no significant death (50% death >100 days) was observed in the HSF-1(+/−) group (highest basal eHsp25).

Because inflammatory cells such as macrophages are known to be activated upon treatment with Dox (Krysko et al., 2011) as an innate immunogenic response, we determined whether there was any increased expression of Hsp25 in macrophages of Dox-treated mice. Intraperitoneal cavity macrophages were isolated from Dox- or saline-treated HSF-1(+/+) and HSF-1(−/−) mice and used for Hsp25 determination. Hsp25, determined by Western blotting, increased (3-fold) in macrophages of Dox-treated HSF-1(+/+) mice (Fig. 1E), compared with saline-treated macrophages. However, in the HSF-1(+/−) group, the macrophages of saline-treated mice showed a very high level of Hsp25 (even higher than that for the Dox-treated HSF-1(+/+) group) (Fig. 1E), and no significant increase was produced by Dox treatment. In macrophages, IL-6 increased upon treatment with Dox in both groups, indicating activation of inflammatory cells (Fig. 1F). We have also found that basal IL-6 was higher in HSF-1(+/−) mice than in HSF-1(+/+) mice (Supplemental Fig. 3). These results suggest that the plasma eHsp25 correlates with cardiac death and HSF-1(+/−) mice started as early as the 2nd week.

**Results**

Upon treatment with Dox, the eHsp25 level progressively increased with each week in HSF-1(+/+) mice (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. 1), whereas in the HSF-1(+/−) and HSF-1(−/−) groups, there was no significant further increase from the already higher basal level (Fig. 1B). The increase in HSF-1(+/+) mice started as early as the 2nd week (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. 1). Of interest, Dox-induced cardiotoxicity, determined in terms of cardiac dysfunction, showed a very minimal change in ejection fraction in the HSF-1(−/−) hearts and only a moderate reduction in HSF-1(+/−) hearts (Supplemental Fig. 2), unlike the severe cardiac dysfunction noted in HSF-1(+/+) mice. Furthermore, the survival analysis of these mice indicated an inverse correlation between survival and basal eHsp25 level (Fig. 1, B and C). The 50% death (log-rank test) was 23 ± 3 days in the HSF-1(+/+) group (lowest basal eHsp25) and 36 ± 4 days in the HSF-1(−/−) group, and, strikingly, no significant death (50% death >100 days) was observed in the HSF-1(+/−) group (highest basal eHsp25).

**Discussion**

HSF-1 is a key activating factor of the Hsp family, responsible for the increased basal level eHsp25 in heterozygous mice. Given the fact that HSF-1 knockout animals are supposed to show low levels of Hsps including Hsp25, and indeed it was reported so in different tissues of these mice previously (Yan et al., 2002), a higher plasma level of eHsp25 indeed it was reported so in different tissues of these mice (Fig. 1, B and C). The 50% death (log-rank test) was 23 ± 3 days in the HSF-1(+/+) group (lowest basal eHsp25) and 36 ± 4 days in the HSF-1(−/−) group, and, strikingly, no significant death (50% death >100 days) was observed in the HSF-1(+/−) group (highest basal eHsp25).

Because inflammatory cells such as macrophages are known to be activated upon treatment with Dox (Krysko et al., 2011) as an innate immunogenic response, we determined whether there was any increased expression of Hsp25 in macrophages of Dox-treated mice. Intraperitoneal cavity macrophages were isolated from Dox- or saline-treated HSF-1(+/+) and HSF-1(−/−) mice and used for Hsp25 determination. Hsp25, determined by Western blotting, increased (3-fold) in macrophages of Dox-treated HSF-1(+/+) mice (Fig. 1E), compared with saline-treated macrophages. However, in the HSF-1(+/−) group, the macrophages of saline-treated mice showed a very high level of Hsp25 (even higher than that for the Dox-treated HSF-1(+/+) group) (Fig. 1E), and no significant increase was produced by Dox treatment. In macrophages, IL-6 increased upon treatment with Dox in both groups, indicating activation of inflammatory cells (Fig. 1F). We have also found that basal IL-6 was higher in HSF-1(+/−) mice than in HSF-1(+/+) mice (Supplemental Fig. 3). These results suggest that the plasma eHsp25 correlates with cardiac death and HSF-1(+/−) mice started as early as the 2nd week (Fig. 1B; Supplemental Fig. 1). Of interest, Dox-induced cardiotoxicity, determined in terms of cardiac dysfunction, showed a very minimal change in ejection fraction in the HSF-1(−/−) hearts and only a moderate reduction in HSF-1(+/−) hearts (Supplemental Fig. 2), unlike the severe cardiac dysfunction noted in HSF-1(+/+) mice. Furthermore, the survival analysis of these mice indicated an inverse correlation between survival and basal eHsp25 level (Fig. 1, B and C). The 50% death (log-rank test) was 23 ± 3 days in the HSF-1(+/+) group (lowest basal eHsp25) and 36 ± 4 days in the HSF-1(−/−) group, and, strikingly, no significant death (50% death >100 days) was observed in the HSF-1(+/−) group (highest basal eHsp25).

**Conclusion**

The results presented here demonstrate that eHsp25 can protect the heart against Dox-induced cardiotoxicity. Further studies are needed to elucidate the mechanisms involved in the protection of Hsp25 and to identify potential therapeutic targets.
level of eHsp25 is probably regulated via an immunogenic responsive mechanism, involving monocyte/macrophage cells and that this mechanism is constitutively active in an HSF-1-deficient setting.

**HSF-1(+/−) Plasma Transfusion Improves Survival and Attenuates Cytokine Release.** Three groups of HSF-1(+/+) wild-type mice were infused with either HSF-1(−/−) plasma (100 μl), HSF-1(+/+) plasma, or an equal volume of saline. Twenty-four hours later, all of these groups were divided into two and infused with either Dox (6 mg/kg) or saline (resulting in six groups: saline alone; saline + Dox; HSF-1(+/+) plasma alone; HSF-1(+/+) plasma + Dox; HSF-1(−/−) plasma alone; and HSF-1(−/−) plasma + Dox). This infusion was repeated for 4 weeks, resulting in four doses of HSF-1(−/−) plasma and Dox (Supplemental Fig. 4). Figure 2A shows survival curves for these six groups. Wild-type mice, treated with HSF-1(+/+) plasma + Dox, showed 50% survival at 31 ± 2 days, which was higher than that for either the HSF-1(+/+) plasma + Dox-treated group (23 ± 4 days) or the saline + Dox-treated group (22 ± 3 days). Moreover, only 60% mortality over 50 days (by the end of the study period) was observed in the HSF-1(−/−) plasma-treated mice, whereas in the HSF-1(+/+) plasma + Dox-treated group or saline + Dox-treated group, more than 80% mortality was observed. Body weight loss induced by Dox as a result of its systemic toxicity was also found to be less for the HSF-1(−/−) plasma + Dox group, and this decrease was significantly blunted relative to that for the Dox-alone-treated group (Fig. 2D). Likewise, HSF-1(+/−) plasma treatment almost completely removed the Dox-induced increase in TNF-α (Fig. 2E).

**Fig. 2.** Effect of HSF-1(+/−) plasma pre-treatment and survival against Dox. A, survival curves of saline (100 μl), HSF-1(+/−) plasma (100 μl), HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated, saline + Dox (6 mg/kg b.wt)-treated, and HSF-1(+/+) plasma (100 μl) + Dox-treated groups. B, Western blots of eHsp25 and albumin in plasma as indicated on the image. C, quantitative analysis of Hsp25 blot density in different groups (n = 3) (***, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.05). D and E, IL-6 and TNF-α, measured in plasma of saline-treated, plasma-treated, saline + Dox-treated, and plasma + Dox-treated mice (***, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.05) (n = 6).
Cardioprotection against Dox in HSF-1(+/−) Plasma-Transfused Mice. Figure 3A shows representative echocardiograms of four groups, obtained four weeks after the last dose of Dox. In the HSF-1(+/−) plasma alone- or saline alone-treated groups, cardiac function remained unchanged. The saline + Dox-treated group showed the “dilated cardiomyopathy” phenotype, demonstrated by significant contractile dysfunction observed in the two-dimensional M-mode echocardiograms. The HSF-1(+/+) plasma + Dox-treated group also showed a similar phenotype (data not shown). However, in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated group, better contractile function relative to that for the other groups was observed (Fig. 3A). The quantitative percentages of fractional shortening (FS), obtained for all the four groups over the study period, are summarized in Fig. 3B. The percentage of FS was 49.4 ± 2 for saline-infused groups. In the saline + Dox-treated group, the percentage of FS decreased to 26.4 ± 4, whereas in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated group, the percentage of FS was 37.3 ± 2.1, significantly higher than that in the saline + Dox-treated group. Likewise, the LV thickness was significantly higher in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox group, relative to that in the Dox-treated group (0.66 ± 0.05 and 0.63 ± 0.05 mm, respectively) (Fig. 3C). These results illustrate that the increased survival in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma-pretreated group (Fig. 2A) is probably due to reduced cardiotoxicity. Histopathological evaluation (H&E staining) of LV tissue of all four groups was performed to determine whether there was any reduced tissue damage in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma-pretreated group. The saline or HSF-1(+/−) plasma alone-treated group showed normal myofibrillar structure with striations, branched appearance, and continuity with adjacent myofibrils. The Dox alone-treated group showed extensive myofibrillar degeneration (Fig. 4A). Tissue sections from the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated groups showed normal myofibrillar structure with mild degenerative changes and continuity with adjacent myofibrils (Fig. 4A), and the morphology of cardiac muscle fibers was relatively well preserved. Quantitative assessment of Dox-induced myocardial damage showed a significant decrease in HSF-1(+/−) plasma-pretreated groups (Fig. 4B).

Fig. 3. Echocardiographic evaluation of cardiac dysfunction and histology of Dox-treated mice. A, representative two-dimensional M-mode echocardiogram obtained from saline-treated, HSF-1(+/−) plasma-treated, HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated, and saline + Dox-treated mice. B and C, percentage of FS and LV mass determined from echocardiography after 4 weeks of the first dose (***, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.01) (n = 6 in each group). D, representative images of H&E-stained mid-myocardial cross-sections for the four groups (n = 5).
HSF-1(+/−) Plasma Transfusion Reduces HSF-1 Activation and Hsp Expression and Suppresses Apoptosis in Dox-Treated Hearts. Western blots and quantitative results for the four major Hsps (Hsp90, Hsp70, Hsp60, and Hsp25, determined in heart tissues after 4 weeks of Dox injection) are presented in Fig. 5. Dox treatment induced all major Hsps and significantly increased them in the heart. Such an enhanced expression of Hsps, as a response to stress has been reported to be due to HSF-1 activation in the heart (Turakhia et al., 2007; Vedam et al., 2010). However, in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated group, the Hsp levels were very much reduced compared with those in the saline + Dox-treated groups, indicating that HSF-1(+/−) plasma pretreatment inhibited Dox-induced HSF-1 activation in the heart. There was no significant induction of Hsps in the saline alone- or plasma alone-treated groups (Fig. 5, A–C). Although all major Hsps were up-regulated upon treatment with Dox, we focused on Hsp25 because it has been identified as a regulator of p53 activity (Vedam et al., 2010). Immunohistochemical tissue staining was performed in all four groups of hearts to determine whether distribution of Hsp25 expression in the Dox-treated hearts was uniform. Figure 5D summarizes the images of LV tissues stained for Hsp25. As seen, uniform positive staining was confirmed in Dox-treated heart tissues, whereas in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma-pretreated group, Dox treatment did not enhance Hsp25. These results demonstrate that the Dox-induced Hsp expression in the heart is inhibited by HSF-1(+/−) plasma pretreatment, suggesting that the cardioprotection observed in the plasma-pretreated group could be due to inhibition of the HSF-1 activation in these hearts. Further experiments were performed to determine whether these changes in Hsp25 expression occurred in cardiomyocytes. Coregistration of cardio-specific α-actin and Hsp25 was performed. Double immunofluorescence staining and confocal microscopy analysis were used in heart tissues. First, heart tissues were costained with a cardiac muscle α-actin rabbit antibody (Abcam) and an Hsp25 mouse antibody (Sigma-Aldrich), followed by anti-rabbit green fluorescent and anti-mouse Texas red secondary antibodies, and stained with DAPI for nuclei staining. Figure 5E shows microscopic images of fluorescence measured at different excitation and emission, corresponding to the three fluorescent tags and presented as merged images. In Dox-treated mouse hearts, the merged images show largely yellow color (red + green), confirming the overexpression of Hsp25 in cardiomyocytes, whereas Hsp25 was found to be decreased in heart tissues of wild-type mice treated with HSF-1(+/−) plasma alone and with HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox (Fig. 5E), as indicated by the greatly decreased yellow intensity. These results confirm that HSF-1(+/−) plasma treatment indeed altered Hsp expression in cardiomyocytes.

Phosphorylated isoforms of myocardial Hsp25, which have been found to play key roles in inducing apoptosis in Dox-treated hearts, were also significantly reduced in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated group (Fig. 5A). It is known that oxidative stress activates MAPKs in the myocardium, and various MAPKs phosphorylate HSF-1 as well as Hsp25 (Vedam et al., 2010). The p38 MAPK level was, as previously demonstrated, higher in Dox-treated mouse hearts than in saline-treated heart tissue (Fig. 6A). In contrast, the increases in MAPK-activated protein kinase-2 and extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2 levels induced in the heart by Dox treatment were significantly attenuated when the mice were treated with HSF-1(+/−) plasma (Fig. 6A). Apoptotic markers were also analyzed in all four groups. First, the p53 level, which has been found to induce Bax in an Hsp25-dependent manner (Stacchiotti et al., 2009), was high in Dox-treated mouse hearts (Fig. 7A), whereas its level was significantly lower in HSF-1(+/−) plasma-pretreated hearts. Likewise, the apoptotic index, defined as the Bax/Bcl2 ratio, was higher in the Dox alone-treated group, relative to the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated group (Fig. 7, A and B). To confirm that attenuation of the Hsp25/p53 apoptotic pathway is indeed responsible for the observed cardioprotection in the HSF-1(+/−) plasma + Dox-treated group, the protein-protein interaction between these proteins was determined. p53 was immunoprecipitated from the lysates of all four
groups, and Hsp25 was immunoblotted. Indeed, Hsp25 and S82 phospho Hsp25 showed positive detection; however, relative to the Dox alone-treated group, the blot intensities were very low in the HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma-pretreated group (Fig. 7C). This finding suggests that Hsp25-dependent apoptotic signaling is very much reduced because of a lack of HSF-1 activation, which is required for p53 transactivation (Vedam et al., 2010).

**eHsp25 Antagonizes Dox and Competitively Binds TLR in Cardiomyocytes.** The following experiments were performed with isolated adult mouse cardiomyocytes to determine whether the HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma with higher eHsp25 can protect cardiomyocytes from Dox in vitro. Cardiomyocytes in culture were treated with Dox, and survival was monitored over time. Figure 8A shows the micrographs and Dox fluorescence image of Dox-treated cardiomyocytes. The fluorescence image illustrates that Dox selectively accumulates in nucleus, because of its DNA intercalation property. Viable and healthy isolated mouse adult cardiomyocytes do not typically contract in culture. However, upon addition of Dox, cardiomyocytes start beating, and this can be used as an indicator of Dox toxicity in culture (Schmidt et al., 2007). A delay in the start of beating or prolonged sustained contractility in the presence of Dox and an extended beat-to-beat interval (BBI) is a sign of decreased Dox-induced myocyte death. Cardiomyocyte contraction, after treatment with Dox, was monitored over time until cessation of contractility and transition to the spherical shape common for dead myocytes (supplemental video), and BBI was calculated. Figure 8B shows the quantitative analysis of BBI, as a function of time. Dox alone-treated cardiomyocytes start beating fast and lose rod morphology much faster than myocytes pretreated with HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma before addition of Dox, clearly illustrating that HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma protects cardiomyocytes from Dox-induced death.

**TLR signaling in Dox-treated myocytes in vitro** was assessed from the nuclear fraction of NF-κB. Nuclear translocated NF-κB (p65) was determined by Western blotting and the results obtained are presented in Fig. 8C. Of interest, nuclear translocation of NF-κB was significantly inhibited in HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma-pretreated cardiomyocytes, suggesting that HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma pretreatment inhibits the TLR pathway, because TLR activation has been shown to activate the TLR/MyD88/NF-κB pathway. The cytokines IL-6 and TNF-α were also consistently lower in plasma-pretreated myocytes (Fig. 8, D and E). To confirm that eHsp25 binds to the TLR2 receptor on the cell surface, Oregon Green-labeled recombinant human Hsp27 (OG-rhHsp27) was added to isolated cardiomyocytes in culture, and the fluorescence was measured as described previously (Kim et al., 2009). As shown in Fig. 8F, the Oregon Green fluorescence detected showed saturation with an increasing concentration of OG-rhHsp27. Moreover, preincubation with a TLR2 antibody, before addition of OG-rhHsp27, prevented the detected accumulation of Oregon Green fluorescence (Fig. 8F). Together these results indicate that the eHsp25 in HSF-1(H11001/H11002) plasma inhibits Dox interaction with the TLR2 receptor and thereby reduces the cardiotoxicity.
Roles for different extracellular Hsps in cardiovascular disease have been the focus of several studies (Kim et al., 2009; Yokota and Fujii, 2010). However, to our knowledge, there are no published data on how Dox affects extracellular heat shock proteins in the circulation and how these circulating eHsps influence Dox-induced heart failure. Our data have demonstrated the novel finding that eHsp25 in the circulation protects against Dox-induced cardiomyopathy by preventing Dox-induced myocyte death. Moreover, our data have shown that preconditioning animals in vivo with plasma containing higher levels of Hsp25, led to an increase in systemic plasma eHsp25, primed the animals for a more robust Dox-induced release of eHsp25 (Fig. 2B), preserved cardiac function after Dox treatment, and increased survival. Hsp25 depletion of the plasma used for pretreatment reversed the observed beneficial effects, and treatment with recombinant Hsp27 largely replicated the increase in survival. Thus, it is clear that when Dox is given in a setting of increased eHsp25, the animal is protected against cardiotoxicity. Of interest, Dox treatment of wild-type animals, which induces cardiac dysfunction and death, also produced an increase in eHsp25, perhaps indicating the activation of some endogenous protective mechanism that failed to protect in some animals.

Fig. 6. HSF-1(+/-) plasma pretreatment inhibits Dox-induced MAPKs in the heart. A, Western blots of various MAP kinases for the four groups as indicated on the images. B, quantitative analyses of the blot intensities (n = 3) (***, p < 0.001; *, p < 0.01). ERK1/2, extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2; GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.

Fig. 7. HSF-1(+/-) plasma pretreatment inhibits Hsp25/p53 interaction in the heart. A, Western blots of various markers as indicated on the images (n = 3). B, quantitative analyses of Bax/Bcl2 ratio of the blot intensities. (***, p < 0.001). C, Western blots of Hsp25, Ser-82, and Ser-15 phospho Hsp25 in p53 immunoprecipitates from all the four groups. GAPDH, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase; AB, control p53 antibody only.
The mechanism by which eHsp25 is produced, either endogenously or in response to Dox, is unclear. In a previous report, Dox was shown to activate stress translation signaling through HSF-1 activation and increased expression of Hsp25 in the myocardium (Vedam et al., 2010). In the present work, we observed that treating HSF-1(−/−) mice with Dox not only increased Hsp25 in the heart but also increased the plasma level of eHsp25 with time, reaching a maximum after 4 weeks when severe cardiac dysfunction was noted. The source of eHsp25 could be excess intracellular Hsps in the cardiomyocytes released into the circulation by some unknown secretory mechanism or macrophage/monocyte release of Hsp25 or a combination of both. In a recent study, Dox was reported to induce an acute immunogenic response by enhancing TLR2 activity in monocytes and macrophages (Krysko et al., 2011). Such a response also showed increased IL-6 in Dox-treated mice. However, it was not determined whether there was a parallel increase in secretion of Hsp25 during this process. We found that both wild-type animals and wild-type cardiomyocytes produce IL-6, TNF-α, and Hsp25 in response to Dox. Thus, it is clear that secretion of Hsp25 accompanies the secretion of immunogenic cytokines. However, when the animals and cardiomyocytes are treated with plasma containing eHsp25, both still demonstrated a Dox-induced increase in IL-6 and TNF-α levels (although blunted in relation to the untreated animals), but only the whole animals showed an increase in Hsp25. These results imply that the source of the eHsp25 is not the cardiomyocyte and that treatment with eHsp25 can regulate the production of Hsp25 in the heart.

How eHsp25/27 could interact with cardiomyocytes or provide cardioprotection in the heart has not been fully elucidated previously, although the plasma level of eHsp27 was studied as a potential marker of atherosclerosis risk in humans (Vivanco et al., 2005; Kardys et al., 2008). Potential correlations between activation of various surface receptors and Dox-induced cardiac injury have been identified (Nozaki et al., 2004). Although activation of receptors such as the hydrocarbon receptor and the androgen receptor reduced Dox-induced cardiotoxicity, activation of other receptors such as CB1 (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2007), ERB1 (Herbst, 2005), and ANG-1A (Leslie et al., 2004) was found to aggravate apoptosis and myocardial remodeling. Genetic knockout and pharmacological inhibition of these receptors have shown cardioprotective effects against Dox-induced heart failure. TLR2 knockout in mice was shown to protect from Dox-induced toxicity, suggesting that activation of TLR2 by Dox could trigger downstream apoptotic signaling in cardiomyocytes.
(Nozaki et al., 2004). In addition, independent studies have found that Hsp25 interacts with TLR (Kardys et al., 2008). Our results have illustrated for first time that plasma eHsp25 could inhibit the Dox-induced TLR2-related downstream apoptotic signaling and prevent Dox-induced cell death in the heart. Although the present work indicates that eHsp25 is antagonizing Dox by competitive binding to TLR, more work investigating the mechanistic details of other downstream signaling, such as MyD88 activation (Kim et al., 2009), in vivo is warranted. Further studies are ongoing for complete understanding of the overall mechanism.

Taken together, our current findings show that an enhancement of the eHsp25 level in circulation (either by genetic manipulation of HSF-1 or by pharmacologic treatment with Hsp25) can have beneficial consequences for the heart in resisting Dox-induced toxicity via a mechanism involving the antagonism of TLR2. At first glance, these results would seem to oppose our previous findings, that the homozygous HSF-1 knockout, which leads to decreased Hsp25 expression in the heart provided cardioprotection via decreased p53 transactivation (Vedam et al., 2010). However, as demonstrated herein, treatment of wild-type mice with eHsp25-containing plasma both increased the eHsp25 level and prevented the induction of Hsp25 expression in the heart. Moreover, the heterozygous HSF-1(+/-) mice, which showed greater survivability when exposed to Dox and were not susceptible to Dox-induced cardiac dysfunction (Supplemental Fig. 2), had a constitutive increase in eHsp25, which was not further increased by the Dox-induced immunogenic activation. Thus, rather than opposing our previous results, our observations can be interpreted in terms of the “heat shock paradox” (DeMeester et al., 2001): that the induction of heat shock proteins can be either beneficial or detrimental, depending on the timing of Hsp induction in relation to injurious insult. If Hsps are increased before injury, either constitutively or pharmacologically induced (as seen in our present work) or by recombinant overexpression (Liu et al., 2007; Fan et al., 2008), there is protection. However, if Hsp25 expression is induced after injury (via HSF-1 activation in response to Dox-induced oxidative stress), it is cytotoxic and aggravates apoptosis in the heart (Vedam et al., 2010). In support of these findings, recent studies by the Knowlton group have demonstrated that TNF-α injury was worsened by HSF-1 activation induced by heat stress after injury (Kobba et al., 2011). Taken together, the accumulated data indicate that overexpression of eHsp25 by any combined therapy during the treatment of cancer using Dox might result in the suppression of cardiomyopathy.

In conclusion, the present work has provided novel insights on the protection of the heart from the effects of Dox by eHsp25-containing plasma. eHsp25 is found to prevent Dox-initiated apoptotic signaling, potentially by antagonizing TLR2. Our recombinant human Hsp27 tagged with Oregon Green showed TLR2 receptor binding, which could be prevented by a TLR2 antibody, clearly showing that eHsp25 antagonized Dox. Furthermore, NF-κB activation (which is caused by TLR2/ligand binding) was decreased in the HSF-1(+/-) plasma-treated hearts (Fig. 8F), suggesting that pretreatment of mice with eHsp25-enriched plasma prevents activation of both the HSF-1 and the NF-κB pathways (Fig. 8G). Heterozygous HSF-1 knockout mice with higher plasma level eHsp25 were highly resistant to Dox-induced heart failure consequently. Therefore, the present study has revealed that a potential therapy based on Hsp25/27 could be developed for clinical applications in the Dox treatment setting and for other applications wherein an antagonist for TLR2 might be beneficial.
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